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KINETICS GF STRUCTURAL RELAXATION IN METALLIC GLASSES

~J.R. COST ana J. T. STANLEY*

Los Alamos iiational Laboratory, Los Alamos, Nhi 87545

1. INTRODUCTION

When a metallic glass is annealed at temperatures below the glass

transition temperature Its structure changes with time. This structural

change Is observed to have an irreversible component and a reversible

component. Our work has concentrated on studying the revers~ble component

of the structural relaxation. In this paper we follow the practice cf

referring to the reversible component as chemical short-range order (CSRO)

and the irreversible component as topological short-range order (TSRO).

Several investigators have studied the kinetics of CSRC in metallic

glasses and reported that the kinetics follow a first-order response law
1,2with a very broad distribution of relaxation times . he believe that it

is important to determine if the spectrum of relaxation times has fine

structure. In accord with this belief our experiments have been carried out

to obtain

changes.

as direct

structure

the maximum possible detail about the kinetic behavior of the CSRO

Also a new method of analysis of tne response curve, referred to

spectrum analysis, has been used that allows us to resolve fine

in the spectrum of relaxation tires.

2, EXPERIMENTAL

Electrical resistance measurements were used to follow changes in the

state of order with time. In order to demonstrate reversible changes in

order it is necessarj to cycle the sample temperature. This was done over

relatively narrow temperatures ranges since short-range ordering can oniv be

expected to follow first-order kinetics when the total change in order is
3small .

The sample is placed in a low thermal inertia heater that allows the

sample temperature to be changed by 25°C In about one minute and held

ccnstant to within * 0.1 ‘C for several weeks if necessary, In order to

obtain maximum possible definition of the kinetic response, resistance

measurements arc made in situ using high sensitivity dig!tal voltmeters and

an automated data acquisition system, The fract16~al change in resistance

‘~sabbatical leave~rom Arizona State Univ.
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f(t)=[R(t)-Rj]/[Rf-Fii] is assumed to be proportional to the fractionalv
change in short-range order, R(t) is resistance at tine t, Ri is the

Initial resistance, and Rf is the final or equilibrium resistance, The

specimens used In the present study “were
‘e40Ni40p14B6 (Fietglas

2826) obtained from Allied Chemical and Pd78Ge22 melt spun ribbon kindly

supplied by B. C. Glessen,
.

3. DIRECT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

The direct spectrum analysis (OSA) method, which has recently been

developed,4 Is a method which obtains an approximation of the relaxation

time spectrum by an analysis of the total relaxation response curve. It

does this without the usual force-fits to various spectrt! which are

being tested for goodness-of-fit. Extensive validation of the DSA method

using data ~enerat?d from many different kinds of known input spectra and

witil varying amounts of random experimental error aoded has shown that it

pr~vides close approximations to the input spectra. This has been shown for

spectra with single and multiple peaks and for peaks with different shapes

and widths. Typical?y the positicn ana width of single-peak spectra can be

Gbtaincd with fractional uncert,al~tieswhich are within a factor of one or

two of that for the normalized data. This has been shown for data with

fl.actionaluncertainties @f up to roughly 5%.

iiith the OSA method the integral equation describing the fractional

approach to the new equilibrium state is unfolded to obtain the spectrum by

making a sum approximation. The range of relaxation times in the spectrum

is then divided UD into n equally spaced bins (on a logarithmic scale) each

of which makes its separate contribution to the total response, The sum

approximation yielas a set of equations which is then analyzed using a
nonlinear r~gression least-squares method to obtain

approximation. Seve-al DSA calculations were done for

Typically the ~pproximations to the spectrum for a given

various choices for n, the spectral limits, and the term

differed bj less than a few percent.

1

the spectrum

each data set.

data set using

nation criteriz

4. RiiSULTS?.NDDISCUSSION

4,1, PdGe

Both alloys showed reversible changes in resistance for temperature

cycles carried out well below the crystallization temperature. Figure 1

shows s typical sequence of’ resistance measurements carried out on a PdGe

sample. Th? reversibility of the CSR(lis shown by the return to the initial

state at the end of trlctemperature cycle,
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FIGURE 1
Typical resistance-temperature cycle for”PdGe alloy.

This sample has not been stabilized with respect to changes In TSRO

I.e., as the TSRO slowly changea there was an associated clecredse 1;

resistance. Since the TSRO Is chanSlng with tlrne, it Is not yet possible

to obtain the exact spectruf, of relaxation times associated wtth CSRO

changes In PdGe. However, the

(Rf-R1)/Rf(TA-TQ) has magnlcud~ 3

change significantly as TSRO changes.

time at which the fractional change Ifi

relaxation strength defined ,ds

x 10-5 K-l and It does not

The relaxation tlnwt defined as the

resistance fedChM a Value Of l-1/e

depend: both on temperature and the TSRO.

Figure 2 compar~s our relaxati{~l times In PdGe to some dlffusiol,

measurements of Chen, et al,
5 made an a PdCuSl alloy, Me have calculated

diffusion coefficients from relaxation times using the relation D-d2/6~

where d is the interatomic spacing In the metalllc glsss. Chen, Qt al,

found that much higher diffusion coefficients were obtained when the

metallic glass was In an as-quenrhed con~ltlon than when It was glvc~ a

pre-dnneal, Our results tend to support :hese observations In that the

relaxation time becomes longer at a given temperature as the TSRO rela:es.

The numbers beside the data points in Figure. 2 correspond to the relaxation

numbers which increase as the degree of TSRO decreases,
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3 Straight lines
are from Chen et al.

4.2. FeNiP9

Me now consider the application of the DSAmmethod to structural relaxa-

tion of the FeNiPB amorphous alloy. The spectrum obt.aifieclfrcm our direct

analysis of a relaxation response curve for this alloy will be shown to be

multimodal as had previously been reported by the conventional analysis

method, The spectra obtained for the PdGe alloy have also been shown to be

multlmndal; these spectra will not be pre~ented since, as previously

described, the TSRO is still changing for this s,lmpleand hence the spectrum

is still evolving.

The experimental procedure and data for the FcNIP13 alloy have

previously been described as part of an extensive study Involving several

samples which demonstrated reversibility and reproduclblllty of the CSRO

relfixatlon6’7. The results which have been analyzed here are for a sample

equilibrated at 250°C and rapidly cooled to the measurement temperature of

2ofPc, Several different DSA’S were calculated for these data and th~y

all yielded self-consistent approxlmatluns of the spectra, Similarly, data

.
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FIGURE 3
Histogram of relaxation time spectrum for FeNiPB
alloy showing fine structure consisting of four
nearly-discrete neaks.

‘.

from ot9er relaxations of this alloy yielded spectra which showed the same

salient features. A histogram of a typical spectrum obtained by the DSA

nwthod for the annealing temperature of ZOO°C is shown in figure. 3. Here

N(ln ~i), the strength of the relaxation in the ‘1‘h bin Is plotted vs

relaxation tinw. The limits for calculating the spectrum are shown by the

dotted, full scale, vertical lines In Figure 3. The calculation was for 40

bins.

The flndlnq that the spectrum has fcur relatively narrow well-separated

peaks of ,varying height Is of particular interest. It corroborates the

pr~vlously reported result that this rdlaxatlon Is multimodal and can best

be descrlb~d by four nearly-discrete processes. In addltlon, It shaws the

power of the DSA method Irlthat It enables analysis without the necessity of

assumptions as to the number and form of’the spectral peaks. At the top of

Figure J the re~axation strengths al and times ~1 are shown for the

~nalysis of the same data based upon four discrete relaxations. It may he

seen that there IS good general agreement between these parameters and the

magnitudes and postlons of the spectral peaks.
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The significance of the finding of fine structure in the form of four

relatively narrow peaks in the relaxation time spectrum is diff~cult to

determine without further experiments. These will need .tobe on a variety

of alloys so that general behavior patterns can be identified. Cur finding

that the s#ectrum in PdGe is also multimodal shows that the FeNiPB result is

not just q! isolated case. By analogy to studies of short-range ordering in

crystalli~e alloys, we know that an average atom makes at most a few atomic

jumps du~ng the rearrangements leading to a new state of short-range order.

Furthe~ore, stainless steel which has also been studied by the temperature-

change-{nduced relaxation method has been shown to have only a single peak

in its relaxation time spectrums. Thus the multimdal :pectra may well be

unique to metallic glasses. If this is true, then the explanation for fine

structure in the spectrum may lie in the microscopic structure of the

metallic glass. For !nstance, there may be four (or more) different kinds

of regions or domains In the glass, each of which has a uniquely different

structure in which the atomic rearrangements for the ordering process take

place at different rates. Furthermore, it seems reasonable that the

relaxation would have nearly the same rate in all of the regions with the

same structure. Thus the nearly-discr~te nature of the spectral peaks would

be accounted for.
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